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Targeted prostate biopsy: value of multiparametric
magnetic resonance imaging in detection of
localized cancer
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Prostate cancer is the second most common cancer in men, with 1.1 million new cases worldwide reported by the World Health
Organization in one recent year. Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)‑guided biopsy has been used for the diagnosis of prostate cancer
for over 2 decades, but the technique is usually blind to cancer location. Moreover, the false negative rate of TRUS biopsy has been
reported to be as high as 47%. Multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mp‑MRI) includes T1‑ and T2‑weighted imaging
as well as dynamic contrast‑enhanced (DCE) and diffusion‑weighted imaging (DWI). mp-MRI is a major advance in the imaging
of prostate cancer, enabling targeted biopsy of suspicious lesions. Evolving targeted biopsy techniques—including direct in‑bore
biopsy, cognitive fusion and software‑based MRI‑ultrasound (MRI‑US) fusion—have led to a several‑fold improvement in cancer
detection compared to the earlier method. Importantly, the detection of clinically significant cancers has been greatly facilitated
by targeting, compared to systematic biopsy alone. Targeted biopsy via MRI‑US fusion may dramatically alter the way prostate
cancer is diagnosed and managed.
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INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer is the second most common cancer in men, with
1.1 million new cases worldwide reported by the World Health
Organization in 2012.1 Biopsy for the diagnosis of prostate cancer,
first described nearly a century ago,2 is in a period of rapid evolution
today. This paper describes advances in multiparametric magnetic
resonance imaging (mp‑MRI) for diagnosis of prostate cancer and
the opportunities afforded for tumor detection and targeted biopsy.
In‑bore, cognitive and software‑based MRI‑US fusion techniques are
discussed, and future directions in clinical research are highlighted.
Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)‑guided systematic sextant biopsy
In 1989, Hodge et al. 3,4 published landmark studies describing
TRUS‑guided systematic sextant biopsy of the prostate. They also
advocated US‑guided biopsies of any hypoechoic lesions not captured
by systematic sampling. This work provided a major improvement in
cancer detection over the previously used technique of digitally‑guided
prostate biopsy, and over the next decade, the sextant biopsy became
accepted as standard of care.5
The 1980s also bore witness to the introduction of prostate‑specific
antigen (PSA), which received approval by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) of the United States for monitoring of prostate
cancer progression in 1986 and for screening in asymptomatic men
in 1994.6 Widespread adoption of PSA screening in Western countries
has resulted in the downward risk migration of prostate cancer.5 In the
United States, by the early 2000s, only 16% of prostate cancer diagnoses
were classified as high risk.7

The classic hypoechoic lesion, corresponding to a palpable nodule,
has now given way to the current era where TRUS‑guided prostate biopsy
is a largely blind endeavor. By 2000, 25% of patients were diagnosed with
cancer within 1 year of an initial negative biopsy, highlighting a need for
improved biopsy strategy.8 Nevertheless, the method of TRUS‑guided
biopsy remained the standard for diagnosis of prostate cancer.
Evolution of modern TRUS biopsy
Efforts to improve the cancer detection rate of the original sextant
biopsy have given rise to extended biopsy schemes, with attention to
lateral peripheral zone and anterior apex sampling. Extended biopsy
schemes have been found to detect cancers missed by the traditional
sextant biopsy.9–13 The current recommendation is for a standard
12‑core biopsy.14,15 Still, the false negative rate for TRUS biopsy remains
high, with initial biopsies missing cancer in 21%–47% of patients.16,17
Patients for whom clinical suspicion for cancer remains high,
despite negative biopsy, represent a clinical dilemma and are often
subjected to repeated biopsies with diminishing returns. Thirty‑eight
percent of Medicare patients undergo repeat biopsy within 5 years.18
Cancer detection declines with each subsequent biopsy. In large cohort
studies, Keetch et al.19 reported cancer detection rates of 19%, 8% and
7% on first, second and third repeat TRUS biopsy results, respectively;
and Djavan et al.20 similarly reported declining detection rates of 10%,
5% and 4% with subsequent biopsies.
Saturation biopsy schemes, employing 24–45 cores taken under
anesthesia, may not detect more significant cancers than standard
TRUS biopsy but do incur increased morbidity, particularly urinary
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retention.21–23 Other authors have described transperineal template
biopsy, which is purported to uniformly sample the prostate with
improved detection of anterior and apical tumors, but this procedure
requires general anesthesia and substantial biopsy‑related morbidity.17,24,25
Furthermore, saturation biopsy strategies may lead to detection
of many clinically insignificant cancers. Zaytoun et al.26 reported
40% of cancers detected on transrectal saturation biopsy were
clinically insignificant. Taira et al.17 reported 44% of cancers detected
using transperineal biopsy were Gleason grade 6, and Pinkstaff
et al.25 reported 55% Gleason 6 or less. The ‘vanishing’ prostate
cancer phenomenon27 may be an extreme example of detection
of clinically insignificant cancers. Thus, a more rational strategy
than simply increasing numbers of systematic biopsy cores may be
directed targeting of tumors radiologically identified prior to biopsy.
Multiparametric MRI provides this opportunity.
MULTIPARAMETRIC MRI OF THE PROSTATE
In 1990, a large, multicenter trial comparing performance of MRI and
TRUS found that neither modality was highly accurate in predicting
pathologic staging following radical prostatectomy for clinically
localized disease.28 However, in the more than two intervening
decades, an approach for mp‑MRI of the prostate has evolved,
combining information from various sequences including T1‑ and
T2‑weighted, dynamic contrast‑enhanced (DCE), diffusion‑weighted
imaging (DWI) and MR spectroscopy. These advances have greatly
improved tumor detection and staging in the hands of experienced
radiologists.29,30
T2‑weighted images allow for excellent spatial resolution and
delineation of prostate anatomy. Prostate cancer lesions may be
visualized as low intensity lesions on T2, and tumor‑to‑muscle signal
intensity ratio on has been shown to correlate with increasing Gleason
grade.31 The sensitivity for cancer detection using T2 alone varies widely
in the literature, from 60% to 96%; given disparate methodology and
definitions of significant disease.32
Post‑biopsy hemorrhage can confound interpretation of
T2‑weighted images, with low intensity artifact that must be correlated
with high intensity changes on T1‑weighted imaging. Hemorrhage
may take months to resolve, and capsular irregularity may persist
indefinitely.33 Most cancers arise in the peripheral zone; in the transition
zone, heterogeneous signal from benign prostatic hyperplasia poses
additional diagnostic challenge. Homogeneous low signal intensity,
lenticular shape and invasion of the anterior fibromuscular stroma have
been found useful in identification of cancers in the transition zone.34
To overcome these difficulties and assist in tumor detection,
additional imaging sequences are used that take advantage of
microvasculature/perfusion and cellular density differences between
tumor and surrounding tissue. DCE examines enhancement patterns
and pharmacokinetic properties of the prostate following contrast
administration.35–37 In DWI, increased cellular density is reflected in
a decreased apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). The quantifiable
nature of ADC makes it a useful research and clinical tool, and it has
been shown to correlate with density of prostate cancer in prostatectomy
specimens as well as increased Gleason and D’Amico risk scores.38‑40
Minimal requirements for a diagnostic mp‑MRI protocol should
include T1, T2, DCE and DWI; neither the use of an endorectal coil
nor MR spectroscopy appears to be requisite for diagnostic purposes.
An endorectal coil may further improve anatomic detail to improve
local staging accuracy, but is not required for the purposes of tumor
detection.41,42 MR spectroscopy identifies chemical signatures owing
to different metabolic rates between tumor and benign tissue; this may

add specificity to lesion characterization, although a multi‑institution
study failed to show improvement of MRI specificity by addition of
spectroscopy, possibly due to varying study quality and experience
between centers.43
Reporting systems of mp‑MRI vary widely. For example,
investigators at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)
use a 5‑point Likert‑type scale that has been previously described.44
The establishment of a standardized, validated reporting scheme is
imperative for cross‑study interpretation of mp‑MRI accuracy.45 The
European Society of Urogenital Radiology (ESUR) recently published
guidelines in an attempt to standardize acquisition and reporting of
prostate MRI.46 Protocols for tumor detection and tumor staging
were recommended, as well as a structured reporting system called
PI‑RADS (Prostate Imaging‑Reporting and Data System), following
the precedent set by breast cancer imaging. Initial studies demonstrate
inter‑reader agreement using this system.47 The American College of
Radiology is in the process of establishing its own guidelines.
MRI‑GUIDED TARGETED BIOPSY
Given the advances in prostate imaging, a promising role has emerged
for biopsy modalities that target lesions identified by mp‑MRI.
Suspicious lesions can be targeted either by in‑bore MRI‑guided biopsy
or US fusion‑guided biopsy, either by cognitive or software‑based
fusion devices.
A recent comprehensive systematic review of targeted biopsy using
MRI‑derived targets by Moore et al.48 examined the results of all available
studies, totaling 50 unique reports from 16 unique patient populations.
Although studies demonstrated considerable heterogeneity in study
design, the authors found an overall cancer detection rate of 66%, with
targeted biopsy representing a more efficient approach than standard
biopsy. Using targeted biopsy, a mean of 3.8 cores was required to make
a diagnosis of cancer versus 12 cores required when using systematic
cores; additionally, a targeted approach helped avoid the diagnosis of
insignificant cancer.48 Some of the largest studies, separated by method
of performing targeted biopsy, are summarized below and in Table 1.
In‑bore MRI‑guided biopsy
MRI‑derived targets may be biopsied directly in the bore of an
MRI scanner, and several groups have published results with this
technique.49–53,64 Direct in‑bore biopsy requires a pre‑procedure MRI
scan to identify possible lesions in addition to rescanning at the time
of biopsy with T2‑weighted imaging. Specialized MR‑compatible
equipment is used, and anesthesia ranges from sedation to general
anesthesia. Because of the lengthy time involved to obtain each biopsy
core, only targeted cores (no systematic cores) are commonly taken
with in‑bore biopsy protocols.
Engelhard et al.49 first used 1.5 T imaging and detected cancer
using an in‑bore technique in 38% of 37 patients with prior negative
TRUS biopsy. Franiel et al.51 demonstrated cancer in 39% of 54 patients.
Roethke et al.53 reported a 52% cancer detection rate in 100 patients, of
which 81% were considered clinically significant cancers.
Hambrock et al.50 used 3 T imaging and reported a cancer detection
rate of 59% in 68 patients with at least two negative prior TRUS biopsies,
93% of which were considered clinically significant. The same group
of researchers from Nijmegen, the Netherlands, reported additional
data from 265 patients with at least one prior negative TRUS biopsy,
demonstrating a cancer detection of rate of 41%, with 87% of those
cancers considered clinically significant. They also reported cancer
detection in eight of 10 patients undergoing repeat MRI‑guided biopsy
after a previously negative in‑bore biopsy.52
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Table 1: Selected studies employing the three MRI‑targeted methods of prostate biopsy
Author

Year

N

Patient selection

PSA (ng ml−1,
median or mean*)

Cancer detection (%)

Significant cancer (%)
(definition)

Engelhard49

2006

37

Prior negative

10.8*

38

NR

Hambrock50

2010

68

Prior negative

13.0

59

93 (def. 1)

Franiel51

2011

54

Prior negative

12.1

39

48 (def. 1)

Hoeks52

2012

265

Prior negative

11.4

41

87 (def. 2)

Roethke53

2012

100

Prior negative

11.7*

52

81 (def. 1)
62 (def. 3)

In‑bore MRI‑guided

Cognitive fusion
Sciarra54

2010

75

Prior negative

6.3**

88

Labanaris55

2010

170

Prior negative

8.3

74

NR

Haffner56

2011

351

Initial biopsy

6.8**

72

82** (def. 4)

Rastinehad57

2011

101

Unselected

5.8

54

60 (def. 5)

Vourganti58

2012

195

Prior negative

9.1

37

62 (def. 1)

Sonn59

2012

171

Unselected

4.9

53

38 (def. 1)

Sonn60

2013

105

Prior negative

7.5

34

72 (def. 6)

2010

85

Prior negative

9.9

61

NR

2013

20

Unselected

6.3**

55

91 (def. 2)

2011

106

Unselected

8.0

59

NR

MRI‑US fusion
Philips/UroNav

Eigen/Artemis

Hitachi/HI‑RVS
Miyagawa61
Koelis/Urostation
Fiard62
MedCom/BiopSee
Hadaschik63

def: definition used for clinically significant cancer; (def. 1): Gleason≥7; (def. 2): Gleason≥7 or total cancer core length≥10 mm; (def. 3): Gleason≥4 + 3; (def. 4): Gleason≥7 or
maximal cancer core length>5 mm; (def. 5): intermediate and high D’Amico risk; (def. 6): Gleason≥7 or maximal cancer core length≥4 mm; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging;
N: patients with suspicious MRI; NR: not reported; US: ultrasound; PSA: prostate-specific antigen; RVS: real-time virtual sonography. Cancer detection rates are reported as a
percentage of N, significant cancer rates represent the percentage of total cancers detected in patients with suspicious MRI unless otherwise indicated. *mean; **Data only provided
by authors for mixed cohort of patients with suspicious and non‑suspicious MRI.

The above cancer detection rates using MRI‑targeting appear quite
meaningful, since the patients had all undergone previous negative
biopsy, and repeat conventional biopsy has been shown to entail much
lower detection rates.19,20
Cognitive fusion biopsy
‘Cognitive fusion’ is a term given to freehand targeting of MRI‑derived
targets by the clinician using a standard TRUS biopsy probe. No
additional equipment is required aside from the clinician’s knowledge
of the location of the target on MRI and familiarity with prostate
anatomy on ultrasonography.
In a large 555 patient study, Haffner et al.56 performed mp-MRI
prior to biopsy in an initial biopsy population. These patients then
underwent systematic biopsy, and those with an abnormal MRI also
had additional cognitive fusion targeted biopsies performed. The
authors reported improved detection accuracy of cognitive fusion
targeted biopsy over systematic biopsy alone for clinically significant
cancer (P < 0.001). The overall cancer detection rate was 54%, 82%
of which were clinically significant. There was a higher rate of 72%
for cancer detection in the 351 patients with an abnormal MRI, all of
whom had targeted biopsy.56
In men with prior negative biopsies, Sciarra et al.54 randomized
180 to repeat standard TRUS biopsy (n = 90) versus DCE‑MRI
with spectroscopy and TRUS biopsy (n = 90) with cognitive fusion
biopsy of any targets seen. There was a significant increase in cancer
detection found in the group that underwent MRI with cognitive fusion
biopsy over the group that underwent repeat standard TRUS biopsy
alone (46% vs 24%, P = 0.01). Those men whose second standard
TRUS biopsy was still negative were then offered MRI and cognitive
Asian Journal of Andrology

fusion biopsy. Of all 75 men with an abnormal MRI who underwent
cognitive fusion biopsy, the authors reported a cancer detection rate
of 88%, the majority being clinically significant.54
Labanaris et al.55 studied 260 consecutive patients with prior
negative biopsy, finding MRI abnormalities in 65% of cases (n = 170).
Extended 18‑core TRUS biopsies were obtained for both cohorts,
with additional cognitively targeted cores in those with a suspicious
MRI. Cancer detection rate was 56% for targeted cores versus 18% for
extended systematic cores; overall cancer detection for the suspicious
MRI cohort was 74% vs 19% in those with non‑suspicious MRI.55
Taken together, these studies and others,48 show promise for cognitive
targeting of suspicious lesions. The success of this technique, however,
depends largely on technical skill of the operator, and although precise
details regarding MRI lesion size are lacking within these reports, larger
lesions are presumably more easily targeted; whereas, smaller lesions may
be missed without the assistance of software fusion. Moreover, tracking
of biopsy sites is not possible with the cognitive fusion technique.
Software‑based MRI‑US fusion biopsy
Several systems have been developed that allow the software‑based
fusion of a preacquired MRI‑derived target with real‑time TRUS
imaging, which may represent an advance over cognitive fusion. The
appeal of MRI‑US fusion lies in the ability to precisely target and
perform biopsies in the outpatient setting, under local anesthesia, with
the familiarity of traditional TRUS. Unlike with in‑bore MRI‑guided
biopsies, both systematic and targeted biopsies may be obtained quickly
within the same session. Further operational details regarding the
various commercially available devices using software fusion have been
previously documented and are summarized in Table 2.65
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Table 2: MRI/ultrasound fusion devices approved by US FDA
Manufacturer/trade name

US image acquisition

Biopsy route

Tracking mechanism

Year of US
FDA approval

Comments

Philips/PercuNav/UroNav

Manual US sweep from base
to apex

Transrectal

External magnetic
field generator

2005

Prospective targeting,
integrated with existing
ultrasound device,
freehand manipulation

Eigen/Artemis

Manual rotation along fixed
axis

Transrectal

Mechanical arm with
encoders

2008

Prospective targeting,
stabilized TRUS probe

Koelis/Urostation

Automatic US probe rotation,
three different volumes
elastically registered

Transrectal

Real‑time TRUS‑TRUS
registration

2010

Retrospective targeting,
real‑time elastic
registration

Hitachi/HI‑RVS (real‑time virtual
sonography)

Real‑time biplanar US

Transrectal or transperineal

External magnetic
field generator

2010

Prospective targeting,
integrated with existing
ultrasound device

GeoScan/BioJet

Manual US sweep in sagittal

Transrectal or transperineal

Mechanical arm with
encoders; uses stepper

2012

Prospective targeting,
rigid registration

FDA: food and drug administration; TRUS: transrectal ultrasound. RVS: real-time virtual sonography; adapted and reprinted with permission.65

for tracking of the targeted and systematic core locations for later
re‑biopsy.44 Sonn et al.59 reported a cancer detection rate of 53% among
171 initial patients, and a per‑core detection rate of 21% targeted versus
7% systematic biopsy (P = 0.001). Consistent with the NIH findings,
cancer detection was correlated with MRI suspicion level, with 94%
cancer detection within the highest suspicion group. 59 The review by
Marks et al.65 contains updated data from 360 consecutive patients and
similar cancer detection rates of 19% in targeted versus 9% in systematic
cores. A study of the cohort of 105 patients with prior negative biopsy
from UCLA revealed cancer in 34% of men, of whom 72% had clinically
significant disease. Significant cancer was more often diagnosed by
targeted (91%) than systematic (54%) biopsies.60

Figure 1: UroNav from Philips Invivo (left) and Artemis from Eigen (right),
are two of the FDA-approved image fusion devices (Table 2). FDA: food and
drug administration.

UroNav device
The Philips/PercuNav system (Philips Electronics, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands), currently Philips Invivo/UroNav (Figure 1), was developed
in collaboration with the National Cancer Institute/National Institutes of
Health (NIH) of the US. This system uses an electromagnetic field generator
for co‑registration of imaging and allows for prospective targeting and
freehand manipulation using a standard TRUS probe. Pinto et al.66 reported
findings from their first 101 consecutive patients, finding a 90% cancer
detection rate in patients with highly suspicious MRI findings and higher
per‑core detection rates when comparing targeted versus systematic biopsies
at each level of MRI suspicion (54% versus 30% for the highly suspicious
MRI group).66 Rastinehad et al.57 reported statistically significant correlation
between MRI level of suspicion (low, moderate and high) and D’Amico risk
stratification (P < 0.01) in this same patient population. The overall cancer
detection rate for targeted biopsy was 54%. More recent work from the NIH
group reporting results from a prior negative biopsy cohort of 195 men
revealed a 37% cancer detection rate, 11% of which were Gleason grade 8
or greater. Of these high grade cancers, 52% were missed on systematic
biopsy, all of which were diagnosed on targeted cores.58
Artemis device
The Artemis device (Eigen, Grass Valley, California, U.S.A.) (Figure 1)
has been used extensively for targeted biopsy at UCLA. This device
uses a robotic mechanical arm with tracking encoders, which allows

Other MRI‑US fusion devices
Other devices have had relatively less clinical experience documented
in the literature.
The Hitachi/HI‑RVS (Real‑time Virtual Sonography) system
(Hitachi Medical Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) as well uses an
electromagnetic field generator and allows for prospective targeting.
Miyagawa et al.61 reported cancer detection in 61% of 85 patients, with
32% of targeted cores versus 9% systematic cores positive for cancer, a
statistically significant difference (P < 0.01).
The Koelis/Urostation system (Koelis, La Tronche, France) uses elastic,
real‑time TRUS‑TRUS registration but with retrospective targeting, where
confirmation of needle position is made by scanning after the biopsy is
taken. Fiard et al.62 reported a targeted biopsy cancer detection rate of 55%
in a small study of 20 patients with a suspicious MRI and 41% targeted
versus 8% systematic biopsy cores positive for cancer (P = 0.017).
Hadaschik et al. used the MedCom/BiopSee (MedCom, Darmstadt,
Germany) system to perform transperineal biopsies with TRUS
visualization, reporting a cancer detection rate of 59% of 106 patients.
Operationally, this device is similar to the GeoScan/BioJet device, FDA
approved in the US. Targeted cores had a cancer detection rate of 25%
versus 9% of systematic biopsies.63
CASE STUDIES OF EVASIVE PROSTATE TUMORS
The patient cases below, of an apical and an anterior lesion, illustrate
the clinical utility of targeted prostate biopsy and the value of mp‑MRI
in diagnosis.
Apical prostate tumor
Wright and Ellis demonstrated that tumors are commonly missed at
the apex, particularly at the anterior apex, where 17% of tumors evade
Asian Journal of Andrology
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detection using standard TRUS biopsy.67 Biopsy of the prostate apex is
known to be more painful for patients given its proximity to the rectal
pain fibers, which may lead urologists to avoid this area to minimize
pain.68 Nevertheless, cancer detection at the apex is imperative, as
Moussa et al.69 demonstrated the highest cancer detection rates at the
apex relative to other zones in the prostate (74%, n = 181). Nix et al.70
described the utility of MRI‑US fusion biopsy in this scenario.
Additionally, Haffner et al.71 reported a more than twofold risk of
extraprostatic extension of tumor at the apex versus base (47% vs
19%, n = 188).
The case example is that of a 68‑year‑old man, who presented
with lower urinary tract symptoms and a PSA level of 12.6 ng ml−1
with prior negative biopsies and a PCA3 (prostate cancer gene 3) score
of 45 (Figure 2). Digital rectal examination revealed a large, smooth
prostate. A single 1.8 cm posterior apical lesion was demonstrated on
mp‑MRI, with image grade 5 suspicion by UCLA criteria44 as well as
possible extraprostatic extension and seminal vesicle involvement.
He underwent targeted biopsy using MRI‑US fusion, revealing
seven of seven targeted biopsy cores positive for cancer, Gleason
grade 4 + 5 = 9. No systematic cores were positive for cancer. Seminal
vesicle involvement was confirmed at prostatectomy, which revealed
Gleason 4 + 5 pT3bN1Mx disease.
Anterior prostate tumor
Anterior prostate cancers account for 15%–21% of prostate cancers72–75
but are challenging to sample by TRUS biopsy, more often requiring
multiple biopsies to diagnose.72 Lawrentschuk et al.76 have coined the
term ‘prostate evasive anterior tumor syndrome’ to describe this subset
of patients, who have nonpalpable anterior predominant tumors, a
rising PSA with multiple negative TRUS biopsies, and may require
MRI and targeted biopsy for diagnosis. Ouzzane et al.75 found that
anterior prostate cancers identified on MRI were missed by 12‑core
TRUS systematic biopsy in 46% of cases (n = 45), all subsequently
identified by cognitive targeted biopsy. Targeted biopsy improved
cancer detection rate, volume and Gleason grading.
Patients with anterior tumors have been shown to have relatively
high rates of positive surgical margins at surgery, although it is unclear if
they also demonstrate more aggressive pathologic features. Lawrentschuk
et al.76 reported a positive surgical margin rate of 54% (n = 13), and a
third of patients had biochemical recurrence at 1 year. Koppie et al.73 also
found anterior tumors to have a higher positive surgical margin rate than
posterior tumors (12% versus 7%, n = 1290, P = 0.01) as well as larger
tumor volume. However, anterior tumors were lower Gleason grade and
had a lower extraprostatic extension rate.73 Al‑Ahmadie et al.74 reported
similar positive margin rates (14% for anterior tumors of peripheral zone
origin and 13% for anterior tumors of transitional zone origin, n = 197).
The diagnostic difficulty posed by an anterior tumor is illustrated
by a 70‑year‑old man with a rising PSA despite multiple negative
TRUS biopsies (Figure 3). His PSA increased from 2.2 to 8.9 ng ml−1
over the course of 8 years. Digital rectal examination revealed a 30‑g
prostate without nodules. The patient ultimately underwent a 32‑core
saturation biopsy, which revealed only focal high‑grade prostatic
intraepithelial neoplasia. Persistently rising PSA prompted yet another
32‑core saturation biopsy 2 years later, which returned entirely benign.
PCA3 testing was also sought and his score was elevated to 50, again
concerning for malignancy. He was then referred for targeted biopsy.
An anterior central gland lesion measuring 2.3 cm was visualized by
mp‑MRI, image grade 5 suspicion by UCLA grading criteria.44 Two
small image grade 4 targets were also identified in the central gland. On
MRI‑US fusion‑targeted biopsy, the most suspicious lesion was positive
Asian Journal of Andrology

in four of five targeted cores (Gleason grade 4 + 3 in 80%, 3 + 4 in 60%
and two cores of 3 + 3 in 5% of core length). The systematic cores and
targeted cores from the lesions of lesser suspicion were all negative. He
subsequently elected to undergo surgery, and final pathology revealed
Gleason grade 3 + 4 pT3aN0Mx disease, with a positive surgical margin
and established extraprostatic extension.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The urologist’s dual goals of maximizing early detection of prostate
cancer and minimizing overtreatment underscore a need to reexamine
the current diagnostic pathway. Technologic advancements in mp‑MRI
of the prostate and targeted biopsy have been shown to increase cancer
detection and may ultimately improve patient care within the construct
of a revised diagnostic pathway, although long‑term data examining
oncologic outcomes are currently lacking.
Targeted biopsy of MRI‑derived lesions is clearly limited by the
radiologist’s ability to identify suspicious targets. While the studies
discussed above indicate increasing cancer yield with increasing level
of suspicion on MRI, definitions and interpretation of MRI vary from
study to study. Standardization of MRI imaging protocols and reporting
schemes is an important priority. Additionally, training resources and
certification programs for radiologists seeking to achieve expertise in
prostate MRI need to be established. Computer‑aided diagnostic tools
to assist the radiologist are the subject of ongoing investigation.77–79
Studies correlating histopathology with MRI findings are needed to
refine and improve imaging diagnosis,37 particularly within the central
gland,80 and studies incorporating targeted biopsy data are currently
lacking. While such studies aim to characterize the sensitivity and
specificity of MRI, the true false negative rate is unknown, as whole
mount histopathologic correlation for these studies is available only
after prostatectomy for known malignancy.
While most studies on targeted biopsy have focused on the population
of men with prior negative biopsy, the role of mp‑MRI and targeted biopsy in
other settings is continuing to evolve. Active surveillance has been shown to
be cost‑effective over radical therapy for low risk prostate cancer and is being
increasingly utilized.81 MRI and targeted biopsy are also being incorporated
as part of active surveillance protocols, and the cost‑effectiveness impact of
the new method is unknown.82,83 Finally, while increasing number of men
may seek a targeted biopsy in lieu of a standard initial TRUS biopsy, its role
in the initial biopsy setting has been less studied.56,84
Additional work is warranted to examine the cost‑effectiveness
of these emerging technologies. A recent report from the National
Health Services of the UK indicates that mp‑MRI may be a
cost‑effective approach over TRUS biopsy in certain circumstances
if shown to have ‘high sensitivity for detecting moderate/high‑risk
cancer, while negating patients with no cancer/low‑risk disease to
undergo biopsy’.85
CONCLUSIONS
TRUS‑guided biopsy has been the standard of care in the diagnosis of
prostate cancer since its introduction in the late 1980s. Multiparametric
MRI, which can add functional diffusion, perfusion and metabolic
information to traditional T1 and T2 sequences, represents an
important advance that allows for visualization of suspicious lesions.
MRI‑guided biopsy—either by the direct in‑bore method, by cognitive
fusion or by using a fusion device—has resulted in a several‑fold
improvement in cancer detection rates. Additionally, significant
cancers can be detected more often by targeted than systematic biopsy,
a development with important implications for avoiding overdiagnosis
and overtreatment of indolent cancers.
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Figure 2: Apical tumor in 86 ml prostate. Axial view of 1.8 cm lesion on T2-weighted imaging (a), dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging (b), diffusion-weighted
imaging (c), transrectal ultrasound with segmented prostate and region of interest and biopsy trajectories (d), reconstructed 3D view of prostate, showing
region of interest and biopsy tracks (e), whole mount pathology specimen with tumor outlined (f). Note that MRI size of tumor underestimates actual size
of tumor, a consistent finding in most studies. MRI: magnetic resonance imaging.
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c

d

e

f

Figure 3: Anterior tumor in 38 ml prostate. Axial view of 2.3 cm lesion on T2-weighted imaging (a), dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging (b), diffusion-weighted
imaging (c), transrectal ultrasound with segmented prostate and regions of interest and biopsy trajectories (d), reconstructed 3D view of prostate showing
regions of interest and biopsy tracks (e), example of targeted biopsy report—incorporating key aspects of urology, radiology and pathology components—in
use at UCLA (f). Smaller targets were negative for cancer. Anterior tumors may be missed by conventional biopsy; in this case, two prior ‘saturation’ biopsies
had failed to detect the tumor, a Gleason 7 cancer. UCLA: University of California, Los Angeles.
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